
 

 

Opening commentary: 

Following the latest guidance from Planning & Investment, it is expected that the following  

be considered and focused on when developing and writing the investment proposal for the NLTP: 

 Based on solid evidence (“first principle”) 

 Linkage to One Road Network Classification (ONRC) 

 Customer Focus 

 Value for money 

The expectation is that the Network Managers and their team will aim to explain / demonstrate how 

the various themes have been considered and satisfied for the various work categories (including 

the lump sum items). We accept that this is not always easily achieved for certain work categories. 

This document provides an example for some work categories. It is a guide that gives  Network 

Managers and their teams ideas on how to develop and write a Network Statement to support their 

funding bid. 

Review of Network Statement submissions 

Once submitted, the Network Statement will be carefully reviewed by the Outcome Delivery team 

(supported by the Structures team for the Structures section). The key aspects that will be evaluated 

during the assessment of the Network Statements are: 

 Funding level request 

 What is being delivered/achieved (“what do we get for it?”) 

 Why is this of value? What are the benefits to our customers? 

 How do we know that the price is right? (“the value for money proposition”) 

 Linkage to ONRC (different levels of service for different classifications) and ONRC 

performance measures – where applicable 

 Key risks (both general and network specific) – what are they and how are these managed? 

General guidelines 

You are encouraged to use the ONRC performance measures and reporting tool where relevant. 

Where there are no specific ONRC performance measures that can be used to support the “story” for 

a particular line item, there will often be Operational Performance Measures (OPMs) from the 

Network Outcomes Contract that can be used to inform or support the “story”.  

When using OPMs, it is important to ensure that the data used is relevant to the story being told. 

Clear explanation will be required to link the data to the story. 

When trying to describe the effort put into a work category or specific line item, consider using 

RAMM data (which should contain all the maintenance activities delivered on the network). 



Benchmark data comparing networks across different work categories can be used to support these 

statements. Comparison between similar networks is particularly useful. 

When trying to describe financial performance, it is best to use SAP actuals. 

Data quality reports (issued monthly) can potentially be a good source of information too, in trying 

to compare level of activity, effort put in, and how they trend over time.



17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$1.67M $1.57M $1.57M $1.57M $1.55M $1.55M $1.55M $1.55M $1.55M $1.55M $1.55M 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$1.4M $1.4M $1.4M $1.4M $1.4M $1.4M $1.4M $1.4M $1.4M $1.4M $1.4M 

Commentary: 

For this Lump Sum item, the network manager is expected to document the fact that the level of 

investment for this set of activities is appropriate in order to deliver the required levels of service 

for our customers, now and in the foreseeable future, and in order to maintain the network to a 

sustainable level. Also, the network manager needs to give us confidence that the supplier will 

deliver these levels of service and make the network sustainable for the funding level stated. The 

below gives some examples of what can be included.  



17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$150k $150k $150k $150k $150k $150k $150k $150k $150k $150k $150k 



17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$100k $0k $0k $0k $0k $0k $0k $0k $0k $0k $0k 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$20k  $20k  $20k  $20k  $0k $0k $0k $0k $0k $0k $0k 



17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$363k $403k $408k $353k $403k $403k $403k $403k $403k $403k $403k 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$143K $143K $143K $143K $143K $143K $143K $143K $143K $143K $143K 

Not covered in this document – refer back to WC111 for an example of a Lump Sum item. 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$45k $45k $30k $30k $80k $100k $100k $70k $70k $80k $80k 

Commentary:  

(Note: this commentary applies for the next 2 line items as well, “Reform Side Drain” and “Reform 

Unlined Surface Water Channel”) 

The Network Manager must clearly explain how the $ are derived; it is either 

(i) the quantity (within + or – 5%, say) for this year and the next 10 years – at the rate 

prescribed in the NOC.  The NM must explain why this quantity is (/isn’t) expected to 

significantly increase/decrease after the NOC ends, or 

 

(ii) The quantities (and therefore the $) put forward are different from the contract 

quantities (by more than 20% over the duration of the NOC period) – the NM must clearly 

justify why the quantities put forward (and therefore the funding request) is 

higher/lower than the contract quantities – what are the benefits? Linkage to customers, 

levels of service, ONRC, etc.….  

Evidence that the MMP has been robustly and consistently followed is required. If not, why not and 

what assumptions have been made, what alternative process has been used.



 

 

 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$95k $135k $190k $190K $135K $135K $135K $135K $135K $135K $135K 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$40k $40k $40k $40k $40k $40k $40k $40k $40k $40k $40k 
 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$40k $40k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k 



17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$2.12M $2.06M $2.06M $2.06M $2.05M $2.05M $2.05M $2.05M $2.05M $2.05M $2.05M 

Commentary (this applies to the following 3 Lump Sum items) 

The key aspects that will be evaluated during the assessment of the Network Statements are: 

 Funding level request 

 What is being delivered/achieved (“what do we get for it?”) 

 Why is this of value? What are the benefits to our customers? 

 How do we know that the price is right? (“the value for money proposition”) 

 Key risks (both general and network specific) – what are they and how are these managed? 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$750k $750k $750k $750k $750k $750k $750k $750k $750k $750k $750k 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$700k $700k $700k $700k $700k $700k $700k $700k $700k $700k $700k 



 

 

 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$100k $100k $100k $100k $100k $100k $100k $100k $100k $100k $100k 

 

 

 

 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$200k $200k $200k $200k $200k $200k $200k $200k $200k $200k $200k 

Commentary: 

For this item, the network manager is expected to reflect past performance of NOC contractor (i.e. 

for years to date) and any other relevant information to inform the likely performance of the NOC 



contractor for the reminder of the NOC period. It is expected that the network manager makes a 

realistic assessment of the KRA payment for future years (at least for NOC that have been in place 

for more than one year).

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$90k $40k $40k $40k $30k $30k $30k $30k $30k $30k $30k 

Commentary: (this applies to all the remaining line items for this work category) 

The Network Manager must clearly explain how the $ are derived: 

 What activities are being undertaken? 

 Why are these activities necessary? What are the benefits? 

 Build-up of the $ figure? (linking to work activities described in point above) 

 Why are these activities “extra” / additional to LS items (either inside WC 151 or other 

relevant WCs)? 

 Why are the quantities the same / higher / lower for future years? 

 

 

 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$40k $40k $40k $40k $40k $40k $40k $40k $40k $40k $40k 

 

 



17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$10k $10k $10k $10k $10k $10k $10k $10k $10k $10k $10k 

 

 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$100k $100k $100k $100k $100k $100k $100k $100k $100k $100k $100k 

 

 

 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$50k $50k $50k $50k $50k $50k $50k $50k $50k $50k $50k 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22  22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

$75k $75k $75k $75k $75k $75k $75k $75k $75k $75k $75k 


